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Transport climatology of tropospheric ozone:
Bermuda, 1988-1991
Jennie L. Moody,! Samuel J. Oltmans,2 Hiram Levy 11,3and John T. Merril14
Abstract. We determined the major transport patterns for Bermuda and quantified
the degree to which they influenced variability in ozone concentrations by applying
cluster analysis to isentropic trajectories from September 1988, through September
1991. Concentration distributions of ozone associated with these transport patterns
were significantly different. The highest concentrations of ozone in each seasonwere
associated with transport off the North American continent; the lowest concentrations
were during low-level maritime transport around the Bermuda high. Using the
vertical component of the isentropic trajectories, we also showed that the most
extreme concentrations of ozone occurred with rapidly descending air from midtropospheric levels. This pattern was most pronounced in April and May when more than
50% of the °3 variability was related to transport differences. We conclude that this
relatively remote marine site, which normally experienced low maritime ozone levels
( -30 parts per billion by volume (ppbv», periodically entrained dry, ozone-rich (- 55
ppbv) midtropospheric air in association with strong subsidence in high pressure
behind spring low-pressure systems. Although the ultimate source of these midtroposphere, midlatitude, elevated-ozone concentrations is still being investigated, the
synoptic meteorology associated with these transport patterns supports a significant
contribution from the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere.

Introduction
Tropospheric ozone is an important atmospheric
oxidizing agent and plays a key role in the chemical
transformations of many gases,aerosols,and hydrometeors [Logan,1985;Cnltzen,1987]. A specific goal of the
Atmosphere OceanChemistryExperiment(AEROCE) is
to characterizethe distn'butionof troposphericozone,to
determine its role in photochemicalprocessesover the
North Atlantic, and to estimatethe relative importanceof
continental and stratosphericsourcesand local production. In this paper we present a climatology of ozone
measuredon Bermuda between1988and 1991.We used
trajectory model estimatesof isentropic motion to quantify the impact of day-to-dayvariations in atmospheric
transport on ozone variability.
From our experience in the AEROCE program and
earlier research,it is clear that trajectoriesaid the interpretationof atmosphericchemicalvariability. An increasing numberof referencesin the current literature couple
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trajectory calculationswith chemical data. Trajectories
are typically used as atmospherictracers to determine
potential source regions of sampled air. They may be
taken individually to understandspecific chemicalsignatures over short time periods [Paluchet al., 1992;PalTish
et al., 1992]or they may be taken together (ensemble)to
developa climatology of large-scaleatmosphericmotion
[Miller et al., 1993].
Oltmans and Levy [1992], in their analysis of the
AEROCE ozonedata from Bermudaand Barbados,show
that large variations in ozone concentration can be
associatedwith abrupt changesin transport descnoedby
back trajectories. They subjectivelydefine a relationship
betweenthe highestozonevaluesand transport from the
midtroposphere to upper troposphere bascd on the
observationthat for severalcaseshigh ozoneis associated
with isentropictrajectories originating over the northern
United Statesand Canadaat 5 km or higher. SavoieetaL
[1992]usebacktrajectorieswith multiple chemicaltracers
to demonstratethe role of transport in determining the
strong anticorrelation of aerosol nitrate concentrations
and ozone at the BarbadosAEROCE site. They conclude that elevated ozone is associatedwith transport
from higherlatitudes over North America and the North
Atlantic and high NOj is associatedwith transport from
Europe and North Africa. These analysesdemonstrate
that trajectories can be useful in casestudiesto explain
the processesinfluencing chemicalvariability.
Taking all trajectories together, however, we have
quantified seasonaland interannual differences in the
large-scalemotion that ultimately influence variability in
the concentrations of ozone and other tropospheric
chemicaltracers. We usedthe AEROCE trajectory data
in this ensemblemode and objectively determined flow
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climatologies by season for the Bennuda receptor. These
flow climatologies characterize patterns in the large-scale
motion which indicate that different source regions
dominated at different times of the year. We used the
multivariate method of cluster analysis to identify groups
of days within each season with similar back trajectories
and therefore relatively similar air-mass origin. If the
chemical composition of an air parcel is influenced by its
transport path, then grouping air parcels on the basis of
similar back trajectories should explain a significant
portion of the variability in observed chemistry. Moody
[1986] first developed this application of cluster analysis
as a pattern recognition technique for atmospheric
transport. Since then, it has been used to characterize
precipitation composition at several locations, both in the
remote areas (Moody and Galloway [1988] Bennuda, and
Moody el al. [1991], Amsterdam Island) and in the source
region (Moody and Samson [1989], Midwestern United
States, and Don'ing el al. [1992], Scotland). Most recently
this method was used to explain the seasonal variability
in methane concentrations at Mauna Loa [Harris et al.,
1992].

Data
Ozone
Ozone was measuredusing a commerciallybuilt °3
monitor manufacturedby Dasibi EnvironmentalCorporation. Over the courseof the measurements
discussed,
two
Model 1003-AH instruments with concurrent internal
temperatureand pressuredata were used. The monitor
usesthe absorptionof ultraviolet radiation by °3 at 254
nm as the principle of measurement. The °3 zero and
gain of the instrumentwere checkedeverythree dayswith
an °3 zero source and a fixed concentration of °3'
CalI'brationof the monitor was done by intercomparison
with the Boulder, Colorado, based NOAA Climate
Monitoring and DiagnosticsLaboratory(CMDL) network
standard ozone monitor. This standard ozone monitor
was in turn compared,approximatelybiennially,with the
standard photometer maintained by the U.S. National
Institute of Standardsand Technology. The OJ monitors
in Dennuda were intercompared in July 1988,January
1990,November1990,and August1991.The precisionof
hourly average measurementsused here was plus or
minus 2 ppbv or better and the accuracybased on the
intercomparisontechniquewasalso plus or minus 2 ppbv
[Ollmans,1981].
Air at the site wassampledfrom the top of the 20-m
AEROCE tower, the base of which is 30 m above the
oceansurface. The smallline losscsfrom the nonreactive
intake line running from the top to the baseof the tower
were corrected for by calibratingthe instrumentboth with
and without the line in place. The 20-secsampleswere
averaged to produce hourly means. The ozone data
merged with trajectories in the following analysesrepresent 12-hour average values, calculated from 6 hours
before through 6 hours after each trajectory time (0000
and 1200UTc. respectively).
For the analysesreported here, all recorded hourly
averageO~ data were used. To the eastof the sampling
site there ISa U.S. naval facility and a road. When the

wind was from this direction, there was an occasional,
noticeableinfluenceon the measurements,
giving depleted
ozone amounts. The wind sector under which such
influences occurred was much smaller than the out-ofsectorwinds designatedfor aerosol sampling. From an
examinationof all of the hourly °3 data,we determined
that 5% or lesswere influencedby these nearbysources.
Isentropic Trajectories
An atmospheric trajectory is the modeled pathway of
a hypothetical parcel of air advected by a designated wind
field backward or forward in tiDle from a selected site.
Over populated continental regions, upper air observations are available at high spatial and temporal resolution;
the required objective analysis of wind and temperature
fields can proceed dircctly from the sounding data.
However, with long-range transport over the open ocean,
model-gridded wind and temperature fields must be used
as the meteorological basis for trajectories [Menil1 et or,
1989]. The global "analysis" of the National Meteorological Center (NMC) is a gridded set of meteorological
fields, the product of a sophisticated data assinillation,
initialization, and forecasting system. Its salient characteristics are modest spatial (2.50of latitude by longitude) and
temporal (12-hour interval) resolutions. We interpolated
the NMC-gridded winds to potential temperature surfaces
using the technique descnoed by MenUI et al. [1986]. The
interpolated wind fields on these isentropic surfaces were
used to make the trajectory calculations.
In isentropic trajectory analysis the three-dimensional
adiabatic motion of the air is accounted for even though
such subgrid-scale phenomena as convection and turbulent mixing are not resolved [Danielsen, 1961; Menil1 et al.,
1989]. Although routinely available meteorological data
do not include vertical velocity infonnation, the iDlposed
constraint of motion along a potential temperature
surface iDlplicitly detennines the adiabatic vertical motion.
Isentropic transport assumes air parcels move about free
of diabatic effects such as mixing of mass or internal
energy, phase changes of water, or radiative divergence.
This approximation is reasonably well satisfied at large
scales of motion in the free troposphere, i.e., above the
surface mixed layer and for periods of a few days.
However, in regions of widespread cloudiness and precipitation and in more limited regions of strong mixing (areas
of exceptionally strong wind shear, for example), the
approximation breaks down. Either diabatic motions,
which cross potential temperature surfaces, or multivalued
potential temperatures may spoil the analysis.
The
approach used here differs in detail but not in principle
from that used in the package descnoed by Haagenson
and Shapiro [1979].
For the AEROCE program we routinely calculate two
trajectories per day (at 0000 and 1200 UTC), at a number
of different potential temperature levels (295, 300, and
305 K). In this study we have chosen one trajectory to
represent each 12-hour tiDle period. We scanned all
available potential temperature levels and selected the
one which not only arrived closest to the boundary layer
but also extended back at least two days. When a deep
mixed layer was resolved by the large-scale analysis, the
selected potential temperature surface could have repre-
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sented transport at elevationsabove 1.5 kill. That is, we
did not take accountof transport in the boundarylayer,
and additionally,upward motion approachingthe sitewas
discountedby this selection. This treatmentis adequate
when subsidenceand surface divergencelimit the transport time within the boundary layer. Under other
conditions, for examplewhen the flow is confined to the
boundary layer around the subtropical high, the vertical
shearof the wind is smaller than it is in stronglybaroclinic situations,reducingthe severityof the approximation.
Pickering et al. [1994] suggesta lack of confidence in
isentropic trajectory analysis based on differences in
trajectories calculated from NMC and ECMWF fields.
The measureof difference used is the distancebetween
end points of trajectories at points along the path.
Trajectoriespassingseparatelyover broadly similarsource
areas may be marked significantly differently in such an
analysis. Further, the Pickeringet al. (1994)studyis over
the South Atlantic, and the distribution of upper air
stations over the adjoining continents is lessdensethan
for the North Atlantic.
We have summarizedthe limitations of modelcalculations here to temper any tendency to overinterpret
information provided by trajectories, and we do not
suggest that the details of each trajectory accurately
reflect the actual path of motion of a reactive chemical
substancelike ozone. However,we do propose that this
ensemblemode of trajectory analysisprovides a useful
representation of the relative patterns of large-scale
atmospheric motion. Implicit in this approach is the
expectation that relevant transport processesare influencedby large-scaleatmosphericmotion. Haagensonand
Speny [1989] show that there is a reasonableassociation
of synoptic type with mean transport direction for an
ensembleof trajectories. This strengthensour hypothesis
that eventswith similar back trajectories may also have
undergone similar transport and air-massevolution.

Method
We reduced the overall variability in both the largescaleatmosphericflow and the associatedsourceregions
these flows represent,by using cluster analysisto group
the back-trajectory data into (n) distinct groups. Our
clustering technique was a hybrid, hierarchicaViterative
schemebased on a Euclideanmeasureof similarity with
the initial hierarchical analysis designed to minimize
within-group variance [Moodyet al., 1991]. We usedthe
hierarchicalWard's method [Romesbulg.1984]to identify
the number of patterns (n) and then used an iterativc
routine to optimize the grouping into the n clusters. Our
specific approachwas to plot the rate of changeof the
increasein within-groupvariance asthe trajectorieswere
grouped together (effectively, the second derivative of
Ward's coefficient). We clustered the data by calendar
quarter; in each clusteranalysisthere was a well-defined
inflection point in this measurewhich signaledthe union
of two trajectory groups which were significantly more
different than any trajectoriescombined up to that point.
This designatedthe number (n) of patterns in the data.
We then used an iterative cluster routine to optimize the
n-cluster solution, overcoming the limitation of a hierarchical clustermethod.
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It is iInportant to emphasize that this approach (cluster
analysis) did not impose a classification structure onto the
data. Neither the types of clusters (e.g., rapidly subsiding
flow from the northwest) nor their numbers (n) were specified a priori. Rather, both the number and the type of
transport clusters were objectively determined, reflecting
the natural, preexisting relationships and patterns among
the trajectories. It is precisely these patterns in the largescale flow field that the cluster method was designed to
identify, and it did an effective job. The patterns we have
observed are clearly linked to the synoptic-scale features
that are known to influence Bermuda, e.g., anticyclonic
motion associated with the Bennuda high, strong northwesterly flow behind a cold front or a trough, etc. In this
way, by objectively grouping periods of similar isentropic
motion (i.e., trajectories), we created subsets of chemical
measurements that were made under similar synopticscale conditions evolving over several days.
Using cluster techniques we simultaneously considered
several important characteristics of the motion.
Our
calculation was a linear optimization operating on the
matrix of trajectory endpoints. Since not all trajectories
extended back a full 10 days (because of missing meteorological data or because they went beyond the model
domain), we used trajectory endpoints (i.e., latitude,
longitude, and pressure coordinates) out to 5 days back
for the clustering. Implicit in the use of these variables,
we characterized similarity based on horizontal and
vertical wind velocities (i.e., speed and direction) as a
function of time. Using these three position variables at
12-hour intervals, 5 days upwind, we effectively performed
the clustering in a 30-dimensional space. However, we
had the advantage of graphically viewing the result, as one
can see in the next section.
After the trajectory clusters were defined, we compared
their physical and chemical characteristics using nonparametric statistics [Conover, 1980]. We used the
Kruskal-Wallis test (a conservative statistic that does not
assume Gaussian distributions) to identify significant
differences in the meteorological variables and 03
concentration distnoutions between the clusters. Once
the statistically significant differences in composition were
established, we then estimated the ozone variance explained by the differences in transport using a standard
parametric analysis of variance. Once we had partitioned
the data into subgroups (trajectory clusters, or seasons),
an analysis of variance (ANOV A) was used to detennine
if the differences in mean ozone were what might be
expected from chance or random variation, or if in fact
there was also a systematic variation attnouted to the
partitions made in the data. An ANOV A assumes that
whatever differences existed between the ozone averages
for each transport pattern could be attnouted to two
important components: (1) variability in ozone betweenthe
transport patterns, measuring both systematic and random
variation [Walpole and Myers, 1978], and (2) variability
within the transport patterns, measuring only random
variation. Although the Kruskal- Wallis test indicated that
there was statistically significant systematic variation
among ozone subgroups (e.g., transport cluster or season),
the ANOV A provided a quantitative estimate of how
much of the variability was explained by the partition.
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Results
Seasonal Variations in Ozone and Large-Scale
Atmospheric Motion
The °3 averaged by month showed a peak in April and
a distinct minimum during the summer months of July,
August, and September (Figure 1). O/tmans and Levy
[1992] discuss this seasonal cycle and attnoute the April
peak to the transport of ozone from the lower stratosphere and the low summer values to clean marine air
that undergoes photochemical destruction of ozone. They
made this analysis based on a visUal inspection of the
transport data. We have quantified their observations and
extended them to a larger number of cases.
As a start we simply mapped the ensemble of all
trajectories for each season. Using all the trajectories for
each quarter of the year (e.g., January-March), we plotted
the probability density function describing the relative
likelihood of air parcels arriving from any upwind region.
Several papers present trajectories similarly [Samson and
Moody, 1981; Poirot and WLShinsky,1986; Mem1/ and
Graustein, 1989]. We descnoed each trajectory end point
as the center of a Gaussian puff using the method of
Samson and Moody [1981]. We then summed the probability fields for each individual trajectory to represent the
ensemble probability, or pattern, for a given set of
trajectories.
The overall patterns of large-scale atmospheric motion
corresponding to four quarters on Bermuda (JanuaryMarch, April-June, July-September, and October-December, which for simplicity we also refer to as winter, spring,
summer, and fall) are given in Plate 1. Each panel
summarizes 540 trajectories a quarter (2 trajectories a day
for 3 years). The average pressure 5 days back along the
trajectories and the 12-hour-average °3 concentration
measured on Bermuda appear in each panel. The
Bermuda high dominated transport during the summer
months, July through September, when °3 was lowest.
There was a high probability of transport from the south
and east and a correspondingly low average °3 of 22
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Figure 1. Average ozone concentration by month for
Bermuda, 1989-1991. The arithmetic mean (solid
squares)and plus and minus one standard deviation are
plotted [adapted from OirmallSand Levy, 1992].

ppbv. By contrast,during the months of April through
June, the probability of subsiding air from the north
(averagepressure5 daysback of 800 hPa)was enhanced
and the average°3 was much higher. This is shownby
the region of high probability that extendsback over the
northern Midwest and Canada. A comparisonof the
average pressure profi]es for these different seasons
indicates that the air was more likely to come from
higher elevations 5 days back during the spring than
during the summer. The transportprobabilities for winter
(January-March)and fall (October-December)resemble
those for spring (April-June) except that they were
associatedwith a slightly more zonal (west-to-east)wind
pattern. The quarter-average°3 values for fall and
winter were similar to spring; however,standard deviations were lower, indicating lessvariability. The extreme
concentrationsof O)' in the 60- to 80-ppbvrange,were
only seenin the spnng.
These results give the impression that variability in
ozonewas driven, to a significant degree,by differences
in transport. We soughtto quantify this relationship by
looking at the variability within a season. Our focus was
on April-June, the spring quarter whenthe °3 concentrations over Bermudawere the highest.
Cluster Analysis or Back Trajectories
A clusteranalysisof 540 backtrajectorieswas run using
April through June data from 1989through 1991. We
had to exclude 100 trajectories becausethey did not go
back a full 5 days. These representa mixture of times
with no trajectory (as a result of missing meteorological
data) or times when the trajectories terminated in less
than 5 days,either becauseof missingmeteorologicaldata
or becausetrajectories ran off the grid they were calculated on or the potential temperature they represented
ran into the surfaceof the Earth. These 100events,with
all thesereasonscombined,had an average°3 concentration of 38 ppbv, slightly lessthan the spring averageof 41
ppbv.
The hierarchicaViterative cluster analysis scheme
identified sevendistinct transport patterns in the 440 5day back trajectories. To illustrate how effective the
clusteranalysiswas,we haveplotted three of the resulting
groups(Figure 2). Thesetrajectory ensemblesrepresent
transportpatternsof low-levelanticyclonic flow from the
south and east around the Bermuda high (Figure 2a),
relativelylow wind-speedflow from the southwest(Figure
2b), and high speed flow off the North American continent descendingto Bermuda from relatively high levels
(Figure 2b).
The trajectories within each group were characterized
by relatively similar wind direction, wind speed. and
atmosphericpressure(the measureof vertical motion),
further corroborating that theseperiods shareda similar
transporthistory. We calculatedprobability fields (similar
to those shown in Plate 1) to summarizethe potential
contnoution of transport from upwind regions for each
pattern. Plate 2 shows these same three clusters as
probability fields, along with the averagepressureprofile
and the ozone frequency distnoution. The pressure
profi]es illustrate the vertical motion associatedwith the
transport as a function of 2-hour time steps back along
the trajectory. Under meteorologicalconditions where
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there was very little thermal stratification indicative of a associationof elevatedozone with NW subsidence. In
deepmixed layer, the initial pressureof the back trajec- particular, when we comparedthe results in Plate 2a to
tory could have been as high as 700 mbar (-3 km). As those in Plate 2c, the ozone distn'butions only barely
a result of this, we found that the clustersshoweddiffer- overlapped. Under northwesterlyflow, the °3 concentraent initial pressuresat Bermudadependingon the thermal tions were uniformly greater than 40 ppbv with rapid
subsidencefrom the continental interior (Figure 2c). In
structure of the boundarylayer.
For each of these transport patterns,there were well- contrast,flow around the Bennuda high rarely exb1'bited
defined differences in the site meteorological data °3 values over 40 ppbv (Figure2a). The pattern of flow
(temperature, water vapor mixing ratio, atmospheric from the SW delivered significantly more precipitation
pressure,wind speed,and precipitation amount)collected than any of the other clusters. Consistentwith this
on the Bermuda tower, which further corroborated that observation,the pressureprofile exb1'bitsrising motion
clustering trajectories into periods of similar large-scale within the last 2 daysof transport. Note that the initial
motion effectivelydistinguisheddifferent air masses.]lfow-- pressure for these events shows an average starting
we will illustrate that these air massesdelivered signifi- pressure of 850 mbar (- 15 km). These trajectories
were the ones that started closestto the boundary layer
cantly different amountsof °3.
and stilI extendedback far enoughto be included in the
The three distinct patternsin Plate 2 illustrate transport
around the Bermuda high (BH), transport from the clustering (at least 5 days). Although there may have
southwest(SW), and transport from the northwest (NW), been another trajectory with a lower potential temperarespectively. The most striking result was the strong ture that Started closer to the boundary layer, it would
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i groups on the basis of wind speed or vertical motion (i.e.,
pressure profile). For example, there was a pattern with
! flow from the northwest that resembles the category NW
: subsiding but had much slower subsidence and lower wind
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speeds between the United States eastern coast and
Bermuda. These conditions sometimes delivered elevated
ozone concentrations
but notinasPlate
consistently
as thewe
rapidly
, subsiding
transport shown
2c. When
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sidered all the trajectories that originated over the
continent, we found these conditions prevailed 41% of the
time but they encompassed 91% of all the 12-hour
periods with average °3 values greater than 60 ppbv.
Figure 3 presents the deviation of mean °3 in each of
.the seven transport patterns from the seasonal mean for
~ I the spring of 41.4ppbv. Ozone was significantly enhanced
I in the west (US) and northwest continental flow, in
J general, and in the rapidly subsiding NW flow, in particui::r..
~
lar. We have evaluated these differences in a number of
B II ways. First we used nonparametric statistics to test the

t

hypothesis that the distributions all had the same mean
I concentration. This hypothesis was rejected with
99% confidence.
Having determined this systematic
...f
variation was statistically significant, we then used a
standard parametric analysis of variance to estimate the
i I
I percent of ozone variability explained by the differences
,
in transport (fable 1). We found that. in the spring
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clusters, over 40% of the variance in ozone could be
explained simply by changes in the large-scale flow
patterns
represented
by the
seven clusters.
In similar
fashion we
determined
the cluster patterns
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for the other seasons. In each quarter, well-defined
differences in transport were based on the horizontal and
vertical wind information characterized by trajectory
J-J
endpoints. Again, we found a significant variability in
ozone was explained by these differences in large-scale
C
I
transport. To simplify the presentation of seasonal results
i: January-March,
in Plates 3-5 (July-September,
respectively), weOctober-December,
have included only and
the
!
i
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clusters representing the three distinct patterns: (1)
transport around the Bermuda high (BH); (2) transport
from the southwest (SW); and (3) the rapidly subsiding
flow from the northwest (NW sub)' We have also shown
the deviation of mean OJ in these three transport patterns
: from the overall mean for each quarter (January-March,
., July-September, and October-December, respectively,
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Figure 4). In each season, the lowest °3 concentrations
were transported from the open ocean in flow around
high-pressure systems. The lowest concentrations of °3
in BH flow conditions occur in the summer quarter (July~'r
September).
When transport was from the southwest
j
with
a
likely
contn"bution
of some continental air from the
Figure .r--;2. Three of the-~~-seven spring quarter (ApriJ-June,
-southern
United States, the ozone concentrations were
somewhat higher. But. in each season, meteorological
conditions associated with the rapidly subsiding transport
1989-1991) trajectory clusters identified in the data: (a)
from the midtroposphere northwest of Bermuda delivered
Anticyclonic
flow around the Bermuda high, (b) flow
the highest concentrations of °3 (see Figure 5 and Plate
from the southwest at relatively low speed, and (c) high-

~

speed flow of North

American

continental

origin.

2c).
We used the analysis-of-variance technique to characterize how much of the ozone variability for one transport
have likely intersectedthe surfacewithin a short distance pattern (e.g., BH) was explained by seasonal differences
and how much of the variability in one season (e.g.,
back, given these conditions of rising motion.
Of the sevencluster patternsidentified in the spring spring) was explained by transport differences, considering
trajectories, four clusters(not shown)shareda flow from only the three main patterns of transport. The results are
the continent; however they were classifiedas different presented in Figure 5. In the winter (January-March) we
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Figure 3. Deviation of meanozone in eachof the seven
spring quarter (April-June) transport patterns from the
grand mean for the seasonof 41.4ppb. 'T' represents
transitional flow patterns.
found that only 30% of the variability in °3 could be
explainedby differencesin large-scaletransport,indicating
that therewas significantresidualvariationwithin eachof
the transport patterns. The largest seasonalvariability
occurred in April through June (;;Z = 266)and we found
that transportdifferencesbetweenthe three main patterns
explained55% of this variation. In summerand fall, 37%
and 33%, respectively,of the within-seasonvariability in
ozone was explained by differences in large-scaletransport.
Looking between seasonsat the variability within a
given transport pattern,we identified that flow aroundthe
Bermuda high was least variable (if = 92) and 50% of
the variation could be explainedby seasonaldifferences,
with the lowest OJ_concentrationin the summerquarter
and the highest BH °3 in the winter. This is consistent
with the °3 associatedwith this pattern being controlled
by photochemicaldestructionand surfaceloss,with both
being greatest in the summer.
°3 varied much more when only flow from the NW (if
= 132) or flow from the SW (if = 149)wasconsidered.
In SW flow, seasonaldifferencesonly accountedfor 26%
of the variance in ozone concentrations. This pattern
encompassedboth oceanicand continentalsources,which
could explain the large residual variability within this

cluster. For NW flow, 58% of the variability was explained by seasonalvariations. This illustrates that.
although large-scalemotion resulting in NW subsidence
occurred throughout the year, there were significant
seasonaldifferences in °3 even under these flow conditions. This is a significant and important result. It tells
us that. even under the specific conditions of subsiding
flow from the NW, there existsa seasonally
varyingsource
or atmosphericprocessthat resultsin highestozone in the
spring months.
A synoptic analysisof the spring eventsin 1989-1991
associatedwith strong subsidenceunder NW flow shows
that they are clearly indicative of the transport behind
cold fronts which have just penetratedto Bermuda. The
local site meteorologyshowsthe temperaturedrops, the
air drys out. the pressure rises, and the surface winds
becomenortherly. The frontsthemselvesarewell-defined
and easily detected on weather maps and in satellite
images. An analysis of the upper level meteorology
leading up to these eventsshowsdeepeningtroughs or
cutoff lows in the region of the back trajectories when
they are at midtropospheric heights over the continent.
Spring is also the period of maximum transport of
ozone from the uppertroposphereand lowerstratosphere
and maximumlevelsof ozone in the midtroposphereover
northern North America [Danielsen,1968;Danielsenand
Mohnen,1977;Logan, 1985]. If the air massesdelivering
elevated surface °3 on Bermuda in the spring were
indeedoriginating at midtroposphericlevelsassuggested
by the trajectories, there should be a strong anticorrelation of ozone with water vapor mixing ratio (H20y)
[Thompsonet ai., 1990]. In fact, for mostof the year,the
high concentrationsof °3 wereassociatedwith incursions
of relatively low H20y mixing ratios, i.e., dzy air (Figure 6). The maximumcorrelation between°3 and H20y
was ill the spring with ,2 values of 05 and 0.7; this
relationshipdid not hold in the summer. We also found
there was significant interannual variability in this measure of downwardmixing. In associationwith dzy air,
concentrationsof 7Be,a stratosphericand upper tropospherictracer,should be elevatedin the subsidingair and
positivelycorrelated with ozone [Kritz et aL, 1991]. The
highestApril-June concentrationsof 7Bewere in the NWsubsidingcluster (5.7 mBq m-3)with the lowestvalue (3.6
mBq m-3)in the BH low-level,maritime transportcluster.
These observationsare consistentwith a contnoution of
natural ozone from the stratosphere. This relationship
was not well characterizedby a simple linear fit. We

Table 1. Mean of 12-hour Average Ozone Data by Quarter and Results of an Analysis of
Variance Attributable to Differences in Large-scale Transport Within Each Quarter

Mean°3
jL. ppbv
Jan.-March
April-June
July-Sept.
Oct.-Dec.

39
41

23
31

s.d.
a, ppbv

10.4
16.0
105
11.0

Variance

if

108
257

111
121

Correlation
With Transport
0.51
0.65
0.52
0.52

Variance Explained, %
26

43
28

27
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In addition to ozone and TBe we have estimatedthe
concentrationsof severalother aerosolchemicaltracersas
a function of transport pattern. However, analyzing
aerosol data using the cluster approach was difficult
because,again,the measurementsintegratedas much as
24 hours of pumping, and sampling was not always
continuous. On the basis of this less thorough analysis
(relative to °3)' we found many aerosol specieswith
continentalsurfacesources(nss-S04' NO). Sb)were also
lowest under the BH flow pattern and relativelyhigh in
the NW-subsidingcluster. There wereinsufficientdata to
do a full analysisof variance,since only a subsetof all the
°ftrajectory periods we have analyzedhad aerosoldata
available. However,it does appearthat in the spring for
example, while there were above average nss-S04
concentrationsin the NW-subsidingcluster,the meannssS04 by cluster was higher in the other patterns that
delivered air from the NW moving more slowly and
subsidingless rapidly. Overall, this implies that the air
massesreaching Bermuda from the NW contained air
mixed in from the continental boundarylayer. This does
suggesttwo other possiblesourcesof the elevatedlevels
of ozone in the NW-subsidingcluster: (1) the transport
of elevated ozone produced in the polluted continental
boundarylayer or (2) the formation of elevatedlevelsof
ozone in the free tropospherevia photochemicalozone
production during transit. In the next sectionwe will
discussthe climatologicalresultswe havepresentedin this
paper in light of previouswork which has evaluatedthe
varioussourcesof troposphericozone.
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Figure 4. Deviation of mean ozone in each transport
pattern from the grand mean. (a) 39.2 ppb for JanuaryMarch, (b) 23.0 ppb for July-September, and (c) 27.4 ppb
for October-December.

found 03 versus 7Be had a correlation coefficient of
r=0.70 for the month of April but a correlation coefficient of r=0.34 for the entire spring (April-June) quarter.
However, the data correspondence is less than ideal for
deriving a correlation since the 7Be is measured on
aerosols which are subject to scavenging, and they represent a 24-hour integrated sample.

Studics that have measured the stratosphere/
troposphere exchange process using radioactive and
meteorologicaltracersand ozoneand aerosolbackscatter
from airborne and surface-basedlidar (Ancelletet al.,
1991; Browell et al., 1987; Danielsenet ai., 1987] have
establisheda strong correlation betweenozoneentrained
in the troposphere under conditions of high isentropic
potential vorticity and attendant mixing (Ancellet,1994;
Appenzellerand Davies,1992;Shapiro,1980]. This flux is
episodic in nature and is associated with baroclinic
instability; it occurs as air is extruded from the lower
stratosphereon the polewardsideof the jet streamduring
large-scalecyclogenesis.Theseconditions often precede
the passageof strong midlatitude synoptic systemsalong
the easterncoastof the United States,with the cold front
oftenpenetratingBermudaasthe stormsoccludeoverthe
maritime provinces of Canada. Their frequencyis at a
maximumduring the spring months.
These meteorologicalconditions are similar to those
presented in an analysis of the relationship between
elevatedsurfaceozoneand ozonesondeproilles and their
associationwith spring cold frontal systemsover Japan
[Wakamatsuet at, 1989]. On the basis of intensive
observationsit was concluded that high surfaceozone in
the spring (occurring with high pressureand dry air) is
ultimately delivered from the upper troposphere after
stratosphericintrusions. Precedingthis studyby several
years,Chatfieldand Harrison [1977]showeda meridional
variationin troposphericozone (from sondes)with a ridge
of ozone greater than 60 ppbv in the 3- to 7-km region
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°3 TransportPatterns,ppbv
Season

BH

sw

NW sub

Jan.-March
April-June
July-Sept.
Oct.-Dec.

32
26

41
34

58

18

29

22

30

Variance within
transport patterns

92

149

132

50%

26%

58%

Variance explained
by seasonal
(quarter) difference£

44

Variance
Within
Quarter
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Variance
Explained by
Transport
Differences, %

40

102
266
109

55

38

87

33

30
37

Figure S. Mean 12-houraverageozonedata by quarterand transportpattern with a summaryof the analysisof variance
showingdifferencesin transportby seasonand differencesbetweenseasonsfor a given transportpattern. BH, transport
around the Bermuda high; SW, transport from the southwest;NWsubtrapidly subsidingtransport from the northwest.

overthe easternUnited States.This ridge correspondsto
the region of cyclogenesisoverthe easternUnited States.
They infer the influence of stratospheric°3; however,
they also note that their observationsdo not precludea
contnoution of °3 fonnation from anthropogenicprecursors over easternsource regions.
Data on the concentration of °3 in the spring over
rural locations in the easternUnited States show that
there are episodeswhen surface°3 is greaterthan70 ppb
over large regions [Logan, 1989]. With the exceptionof
one event which is characterized as a stratospheric
intrusion, these are attnouted to photochemicalproduction of OJ. However, upon reviewingthe surfacemaps
associated with other events which occurred in early
spring (March and May of 1978and 1979),we found that
thesewere postfrontal conditions,with high pressureand

large dew point depressions,suggestingdry air at the
surface with very elevated OJ concentrationsnot unlike
the synoptic conditions that lead to higher °3 on Bermuda. A number of other studieshave looked at tropospheric ozone data and some measure of transport
(synopticclassifications,surfacepressurefields) and have
identified a correlation of enhanced winter and spring
surface ozone concentrations with synoptic weather
patterns of high pressureand strongwinds,inferring from
the subsidencethat the ozone is of stratosphericorigin
[Comrie and Yarnel,1992;Davieset al., 1992;Feisterand
Balzer,1991].
Recently,in an analysisof the midtroposphericspring
ozone maximum in the southern hemisphere over the
South Atlantic, Krishnamurti et al. [1993] show that a
complex system of horizontal and vertical transports
appearto cal:~ethe °3 maximum,and it appearsto be
influencedby stratosphericcontn'butions.WhenLevyetaL
[1985] modeled the global climatology of tropospheric
ozone, they found that a stratospheric source, with
equatorward, downward traqsport through the troposphere is reasonablyconsistentwith global observations
away from continental regions of pollution. A rel.'ent
numericalsimulationwith only a stratosphericsourceand
chemicaldestructionin the troposphereshowedexcellent
agreementwith the surfaceobservationsat Bermuda (H.
Levy II, GeophysicalFluid DynamicsLaboratory, Princeton University, unpublished data, 1993). Alternatively,
Penkettetal. [1993]proposethat a potential sourceof the
elevatedfree-troposphericozoneduring the spring might
be in situ photochemicalproduction from hydrocarbons
that build up in the winter in the free troposphereat high
latitudes and becomereactiveas photochemicalproduction potential goes up after the vernal equinox. They
suggestthe extensivereservoirof hydrocarbonsnorth of
the polar front could be significantlyinfluencing ozone
formation in the troposphereand may be responsiblefor
the spring peak in concentrationsin the northern latitudes.
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Transport from the free troposphere over North
America could deliver ozone from an elevated reservoir
or it could deliver relatively fresh anthropogenic air
injected above the planetary boundary layer over the
continental source regions in postfrontal mixing or
convection that precedes these periods of subsidence
[Pickeringel ai, 1992]. Dickerson(R. Dickerson,personal
communication,1994)suggeststhat this was an important
mechanismin June 1992 when °3 arrived on Bermuda
highly correlated with CO, resulting from photochemical
production within, and the dilution of, polluted air from
eastern North America. Sinillar behavior has been
suggested in the °3 data observed in the maritime
proVincesas part of the NARE program [Parrish el aI.,
1993]. Although photochemicalformation during transit
from °3 precursorsmixed up from the polluted continental boundary layer is a possibility, transport times were
rapid in the NW-subsiding cluster and photochemistry
would be slower than in the summer. However,without
detailed chemical calculationsbeyond the scopeof this
paper, we could not determine the amount of in-transit
photochcmic~lproduction of ozone.
The 1985WATOX studylooked at transportfrom the
continent over the western North Atlantic Oceanduring
spring months and reported evidenceof photochemical
production (March and April). One studycompared°3'
CO, and hydrocarbon concentrations in the boundary
layer and free troposphereflying offshoreof Virginia and
Bermuda rVan Valin and Luria, 1988]. They concluded
f~omone flight that there wasevidenceof in situ production of °3 in the vicinity of Bermuda. Although this
paper did not specify synoptic conditions, a separate
report [Artz el aL, 1986] did review meteorological
conditions in detail. Looking at thesesummariesalong
with the Van Valin and Luria data, we conclude that,
similar to our results reported here, they found an
increase in the free-tropospheric°3 behind cold fronts
both along the east coast and out over Bermuda. This
does not rule out the possibilitythat the elevatedconcentrations they sawabovethe boundarylayer over Bermuda
were associatedwith subsidencein the free troposphere
with NW flow behind a cold front.
Before the AEROCE sitesover the North Atlantic had
become operational,Chatfieldand Haagenson[1988]had
noted that under the conditions of NW subsidence,tower
instrumentsshould effectivelysamplemidtroposphericair.
Our climatologyconfirmsthis hypothesis.However,there
is an inherent difficulty with the Bermudalocation, it lies
downwind of both major anthropogenicsourcesand a
zone which dynamicallyfavorsstratosphericinjection.
Looking at the total distn'butionsof our °3 measurements,we concludethat large-scalesubsidence
wasclearly
important with strong NW winds behind cold fronts
deliveringdry air and the maximumozone in eachseason.
Moreover, even though similar large-scale transport
indicating NW subsidenceoccurred throughoutthe year,
it only resulted in very high °3 concentrations(60- to 80ppbv range)during the spring. Whenwe comparedNW
transport during the autumn and spring (Figure 5), our
resultssuggestedthe spring midtroposphereozonesource
contn'buted an additional 20 ppbv of ozone on the
average. This might have been contn'butedby a strato-
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spheric source, the in situ production from pollution
precursorsduring transport,or a contn'butionfrom both.
The jump in aerosol concentrations associated with
northwesterlyflow on Bermudasuggeststhat mixing over
the continentintroducedanthropogenicpollutantsinto the
air masseswe have simplistically characterizedas NW
subsiding on the basis of the associated large-scale
motion. However,the resulting correlation of ozonewith
high aerosol concentrations (either anthropogenic or
cosmogenic) does not necessarily reflect a common
source, only a correlation on the basis of transport and
mixing.
The transport patternscorrelatedwith elevatedspringtime levelsof ozoneon Bermudawere typicallyassociated
with synopticconditions that ventilate a surfacesite with
free-troposphereair. Although the ultimate source of
thesemidlatitude,midtroposphereelevated°3 concentrations remains open to discussion,evidence supports a
contn'butionfrom the downwardtransportof stratospheric
ozone.
This clearlyrequiresful1herinvestigation. Future work
wiU include an analysisof potential vorticity, a dynamic
tracerof stratosphericair. Moving beyondthe climatological view presented here,we will use this technique in a
series of case study analysesfor the spring months to
investigate the relationship between elevated ozone
concentrations and aU other measurements from the

BermudaAEROCE site in an effort to better understand
the meteorology and attendant chemistry on a more
mechanisticlevel. However,the best test of different
hypothesesregarding the source of spring °3 in postfrontal air will require three-dimensionalprofiles of both
meteorologicaland chemicaltracerscarefullyplannedto
sample air massesassociatedwith an evolving frontal
systemthat ultimately penetratesto Bermuda.

Conclusions
Looking at all the availabletrajectory data in a systematic manner allowed us to consider events with similar
historiesof large-scalemotion. We identified statistically
significantdifferencesin the meteorologicaland chemical
characteristicsof the daysgroupedusingthis method. We
usedthe clusteringtechniqueas a large-scalemeteorological filter to compare simiJar transport conditions at
various times of the year. Based on these results,we
conclude that the AEROCE tower on Bermuda was
periodicallysamplingmidtroposphericair subsidingfrom
the northwest in the wake of cold fronts. These conditions were most frequent during the spring. The largescalemotion they directly representand whateversmaller
scale exchangethey might have fostered were strongly
correlated with maximum surface °3 concentrations
observedon Bermuda.
Although the ultimate origin of these midlatitude,
midtroposphere, elevated °3 concentrations is still
uncertain,basedon the evidenceof meteorologicalevents
and the dynamicsof the baroclinic systemswhich deliveredtheseenhancedconcentrations,our resultssuggesta
significantcontnoution of 23 from the upper troposphere
and lower stratosphere. We have acknowledgedthese
sametransportconditions also entrained polluted, conti-
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nental, boundary layer air.
With further analyses we
expect to gain a better understanding of what fraction of
this ozone might be associated with air that ultimately
came from the stratosphere versus what fraction came
from anthropogenic sources.
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